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Compressive Current Response Mapping of Photovoltaic Devices Using MEMS Mirror Arrays
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Abstract—Understanding the performance and aging mechanisms in photovoltaic devices requires a spatial assessment of the device properties. The current dominant technique, electroluminescence, has the disadvantage that it assesses radiative recombination only. A complementary method, laser beam-induced current (LBIC), is too slow for high-throughput measurements. This paper presents the description, design, and proof of concept of a new measurement method to significantly accelerate LBIC measurements. The method allows mapping of the current response map of solar cells and modules at drastically reduced acquisition times. This acceleration is achieved by projecting a number of mathematically derived patterns on the sample by using a digital micromirror device (DMD). The spatially resolved signal is then recovered using compressed sensing techniques. The system has fewer moving parts and is demonstrated to require fewer overall measurements. Compared with conventional LBIC imaging using galvanic mirror arrangements or xy scanners, the use of a DMD allows a significantly faster and more repeatable illumination of the device under test. In this proof-of-concept instrument, sampling patterns are drawn from Walsh–Hadamard matrices, which are one of the many operators that can be used to realize this technique. This has the advantage of the signal-to-noise ratio of the measurement being significantly increased and thus allows elimination of the standard lock-in techniques for signal detection, reducing measurement costs, and increasing measurement speed further. This new method has the potential to substantially decrease the time taken for measurement, which demonstrates a dramatic improvement in the utility of LBIC instrumentation.

Index Terms—Compressed sensing, digital micromirror device (DMD), laser beam-induced current (LBIC) measurements, photovoltaic (PV).

I. INTRODUCTION

SOLAR cells or photovoltaic (PV) devices are an essential part of the increasing worldwide investment in renewable energy generation. Confidence in the production of viable amounts of electrical energy relies on adequate metrology, both at production level and during use [1], [2]. Previously, electrical measurements have been preferred to optical techniques for power generation monitoring due to the perceived cost and complexity of optical photocurrent instrumentation, even though the ability to characterize existing and developing faults at panel level would enable the PV system electrical energy production to be maximized. Comparisons of alternative PV technologies [3] rely on assumptions of the uniformity of the PV modules. A well-defined photocurrent map would allow an improved uncertainty budget to be established which would allow reasonable comparisons between PV devices.

We describe a low-cost high-speed system, which could be used to achieve a photocurrent quantum efficiency map of PV panels for both operational optimization and quality control during manufacture. This would improve the level of control by identifying panels with regions of differing response, which could develop into performance-limiting defects or identification of nonideal uniformity due to contamination or dirtying [1]. In-process monitoring would reveal the evolution of problematic regions at panel level and would allow early action to maintain the PV system energy production. PV devices are in many cases limited by localized flaws in the material and thus it is important to probe the spatial characteristics of solar cells. Common nondestructive methods are electroluminescence (EL) imaging [4], lock-in thermography [5], and photoluminescence [6], which are complementary to each other. Luminescent methods have the advantage of being faster but are limited in what they can probe as they rely, as the term implies, on luminescent recombination processes. This gives valuable information if the dominant recombination mechanism is luminescence. In the case of the prevalent technology (crystalline silicon PV devices), this is questionable as in many cases the dominant process is surface recombination, which is not a luminescent process. Other technologies such as thin-film solar cells are affected by series resistance and render EL measurements difficult. Nevertheless, some flaws such as cracks in wafers can be easily identified, and thus, EL is a common technique but gives very little information on the status of the semiconductor.

A method capable of accurately assessing the entire semiconductor current map is the laser beam-induced current (LBIC) method. In such systems, a laser beam is sequentially scanned across the PV sample, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a), utilizing an xy translation stage for moving the sample [7]; changing the direction of the beam with a piezo-controlled translation stage for moving the sample [7];...
mirror [8], [9], or scanning the laser head with movement stages [10]. The photocurrent generated is recorded as a function of position, producing the final map. The irradiance produced by the laser produces a small current and thus generally lock-in detection is required to obtain meaningful signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs).

The standard LBIC method is the only commercially available method that provides reliable current mapping results, but it is generally considered to be too slow for larger samples. Consequently, it is mainly applied to research cells that have a very small area or when measurement time is not an important factor. The extended time it can take to measure a sample can result in measurement artifacts. An example of experimental artifacts altering the photocurrent map is presented in Fig. 2. When current mapping is implemented in a large chamber as in the experimental setup described in [9], air flow failure can lead to temperature instability in the chamber that can result in small displacements of the beam, which are visible in the top half of the current map in Fig. 2.

A further disadvantage of the standard LBIC technique is that it is only applicable to individual PV cells.

LBIC photocurrent mapping of PV modules presents significant problems as described in [11]. These experimental issues are compounded by long measurement runs, which increase the possibility that variations in temperature and environment can generate artifacts in the resultant current map, as shown in Fig. 2. The small photocurrent generated by the raster scanning laser is more susceptible to electrical noise, because the noise will form a larger percentage of the signal than in the compressive sensing (CS) approach.

We demonstrate a radically enhanced LBIC technique using compressed sensing that significantly reduces measurement time. The technique improves data collection, by illumination of approximately half the PV for each measurement; a much larger photocurrent is produced with a consequent noise reduction due to an improved SNR, thus removing the need for lock-in detection. To achieve the reduction of measurement time, a digital micromirror device (DMD) [12] is used to selectively illuminate the PV while the compressed sensing sampling theory is used for retrieval of the photocurrent map [13]–[15].

CS uses a priori knowledge that the relevant data in the set of measurement values can have a sparse representation after a transformation. This is based on the fact that almost all natural signals are sparse or compressible, meaning that they are sparse after a suitable transform. This methodology radically reduces the number of measurements required for photocurrent mapping. We describe our implementation of this technique as compressed mapping, in which a series of patterns is projected on the PV cell using the DMD, while the patterns are derived from a frame or basis in which the actual current map of the device is sparse so that the CS theory can be applied. It has been recently demonstrated that a DMD projector can be used to scan a spot of light across the sample instead of a moving laser beam, improving performance in terms of speed over large areas because mechanical translation stages are not required [16]. This approach, in common with standard LBIC, only illuminates a tiny fraction of the PV cell at any one time, generating small currents that require a sensitive current measurement regime. The entire area must be scanned using a focused laser spot to produce the current response map. The method presented here uses patterns with a sparsity of approximately 50% to illuminate the sample, which is a single PV cell. The use of varying illumination patterns enables the use of compressed sensing algorithms to identify and reconstruct the complete photocurrent map while significantly reducing the number of measurements required [Fig. 1(b)].

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. System Description

The prototype system using a DMD and laser illumination for compressive mapping of PV devices is shown in the simplified schematic diagram in Fig. 3. Electrical measurements of the PV cell’s current response are achieved using a Vinculum SP042-series current-to-voltage amplifier while the voltage output is measured using a National Instruments NI USB 6211 Analogue to Digital (AD) converter. The fiber-coupled output of a 636.2-nm 1-mW pigtailed diode laser is collimated and directed onto a DMD (Texas Instruments 0.7 XGA DMD
In essence, the additional need for moving parts, such as an xy stage or a mirror, that a standard LBIC system would require to scan the PV under test.

B. Compressive Mapping Technique

The measured signal is the sum of the sparse local current response of the PV device under the structured illumination pattern and successive measurements of these will enable reconstruction of the entire current map. This current response map is a compressible signal, as it can be sparsely represented with a suitable basis set, such as the discrete cosine transform. This provides the ability to apply CS in order to measure the necessary coefficients in fewer steps. The reconstruction of the current map requires the solution of a highly underspecified series of simultaneous equations. Two algorithms common in the field of compressed sensing are used in this paper, \( \ell_1 \) norm [14] and total variation (TV) norm minimization [17].

In essence, the \( \ell_1 \) norm minimization method is suitable for recovery of signals where a large number of coefficients are zero, while the TV norm is optimal for the recovery of signals that have a low degree of spatial variability. The method is demonstrated by characterizing a 1 cm\(^2\) dye-sensitized solar cell produced on site. The sample exhibited a high degree of spatial nonuniformity and hence was an ideal candidate to demonstrate the capability of the compressive mapping technique against the conventional LBIC methodology. The test sample was overfilled by the conjugate image of the DMD to ensure complete coverage. The output voltage from the current-to-voltage amplifier was acquired for every projected pattern, and the electrical current-to-voltage amplifier and AD voltage measurement system were calibrated across the input range to ensure measurement system linearity.

To suppress dark current contributions from the PV cell, the mean of the recorded current for the binary pattern illumination was subtracted from the current produced by the corresponding inverse pattern. Each recorded voltage measurement from the current-to-voltage amplifier and its corresponding binary Walsh–Hadamard projection matrix were then processed using the TV and \( \ell_1 \) norm algorithms to produce a reconstructed current response map.

C. Projected Patterns

The projected patterns that generate the measurements which correspond to the measurement matrices used in compressed mapping are taken from successive lines of the Walsh–Hadamard matrix [18], a binary orthogonal matrix. This can be implemented using a DMD as an alternative to the raster scan of identity matrices, while also retaining their orthogonality condition. A significant advantage associated with using these patterns for data acquisition is that since they illuminate approximately half of the PV sample with each pattern, the SNR is significantly greater than those of similar single-pixel or line illumination methods [19], without the need for a bias light. The Walsh–Hadamard transmission coefficients are 0 and 1, and were rescaled to +1 and −1 for data analysis to ensure the reconstruction algorithm converged.

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS FOR COMPRESSED MAPPING

To quantify the benefit of the new technique, the reconstructed current response map was compared with the one obtained using a raster-scanned LBIC measurement with the same DMD experimental configuration. The correlation coefficient between CS sampling and raster scan results was calculated to provide the required comparison. As the number of projected Walsh–Hadamard patterns increased, the reconstructed response map increasingly corresponded to the raster-scanned LBIC map (Fig. 4). The value of the correlation coefficient as a function of number of measurements between normalized response maps from the raster scan and CS sampling is presented in Fig. 5.

The formula for Pearson’s coefficient \( r \) where one dataset \( \{x_1, \ldots, x_n\} \) is correlated with another dataset \( \{y_1, \ldots, y_n\} \) both containing \( n \) values is given by

\[
r = r_{xy} = \frac{\sum x_i y_i - n \bar{x} \bar{y}}{\sqrt{\sum x_i^2 - n \bar{x}^2} \sqrt{\sum y_i^2 - n \bar{y}^2}}.
\]

A perfectly reconstructed map would have a Pearson’s linear correlation coefficient of unity, which is equivalent to a 1-to-1 match between all data points. This can be seen in both graphs of Fig. 5, as the number of projected patterns increases (number of measurements), the correlation coefficient increases, regardless of the applied reconstruction algorithm. Despite the improved SNR that results from the larger photocurrent generated by illuminating approximately half of the PV surface at any one time, the noise background
Fig. 4. Comparison of speed between the LBIC technique and compressed mapping using the same mirror array. The time axis is relative, assuming a similar measurement time for each point, and the compressive mapping process will be inherently faster because fewer points are required than for a full raster scan.

Fig. 5. Comparison of the growth of the correlations between the raster scan of a PV test piece and the recovered map obtained through the compressed sensing algorithm as a function of increasing numbers of Walsh–Hadamard patterns. Bottom graph: this growth for the $\ell_1$ norm minimization algorithm. Top graph: this behavior for the TV technique.

between the two analysis methods is significantly different. Consequently, complete correlation would never occur. This is due to the low irradiance delivered to the sample from the eyesafe laser source, especially in the case of a raster scan, where only one of the pixels of the DMD is in the on state for each measurement. This substantially reduces the optical power delivered to the PV cell causing photocurrent generation to be in a nonlinear regime. These factors preclude a quantitative comparison between LBIC methods, although results are sufficiently clear to provide a qualitative comparison.

IV. PROOF-OF-CONCEPT DEMONSTRATION FOR DYE-SENSITIZED SOLAR CELLS

It is useful to compare the current response map produced using compressed sensing with an equivalent standard LBIC measurement method, i.e., a complete raster scan with the same setup. Fig. 5 shows that using increasing numbers of Walsh–Hadamard patterns affects the correlation between these two measurements results for both the $\ell_1$ norm and TV norm algorithms. The correlation from the TV algorithm rises and plateaus more rapidly than the plot of the $\ell_1$ norm minimization technique. This is a consequence of the fact that there is a higher degree of sparsity in the variation of our response map than there is in the actual values present. Noteworthy in Fig. 5 are the sudden jumps in correlation in the behavior of both reconstruction techniques. These rapid increases in reconstruction accuracy correspond strongly to the inclusion of specific large magnitude photocurrent measurements noted during data acquisition. This indicates that the signal recorded for specific patterns includes more information than others.

Using the TV norm reconstruction algorithm, we achieve a 90% correlation to the raster scan current response map when using approximately 55% of the measurements required for conventional LBIC (see the top graph in Fig. 5). This can be compared to the approximately 70% correlation when using a similar number of points in the $\ell_1$ norm reconstruction. To achieve more than 95% accuracy, approximately 600 out of a total of 768 data points were needed. This shows that it is possible that the majority of the current response map information can be recovered in fewer measurements using the compressed-mapping technique than with the raster-scanning method standard LBIC measurement system, using the same DMD. This demonstrates a significant time reduction for photocurrent mapping using the CS technique.

The experimental system provides validation that the concept of compressive sampling is feasible for current mapping of PV cells, as current maps have been acquired with fewer measurements than required for a raster scan. However, the system is not yet optimized in terms of speed. The simple instrumentation used in this prototype experimental setup had a limited sampling rate of 0.5 s per measurement. In an optimized system, the high SNR of this method can allow very high sampling rates. In addition, the offline response map reconstruction processing implemented in C++ code requires a similar amount of time as the data acquisition. This can be greatly improved by improving the optimization algorithms and measurement quality and using increased processing power or alternative programming platforms (e.g., field-programmable gate arrays).

An improved implementation of the technique will require an improvement of the spatial uniformity of the illumination. The existing experimental configuration uses a Gaussian laser beam spatial profile, which produces an irradiance gradient decrease of 10% at the edges of the PV from the central maximum. This irradiance variation convolves with the reconstructed signals, and a nonlinear PV cell response introduces an undesirable uncertainty contribution to the experimental
results. A higher power optical source and a uniform irradiance at the mirror array would improve the measurement by ensuring that the device photocurrent response is measured in the linear portion of its operational range.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper a novel compressed mapping technique is proposed, and is experimentally demonstrated for the first time. This has the potential to be a fast industrial and research measurement method for the acquisition of the local current response of PV devices. High-speed scanning enabled by the technique reduces the generation of measurement artifacts from laser power variation and environmental effects, which can seriously compromise conventional LBIC results. The use of projected orthogonal illumination patterns as an alternative to raster scanning is presented and the reconstruction of a feature map using fewer measurements than would be required for conventional LBIC raster scanning with a high degree of correlation has been highlighted. The development of the technique further by using different transform domains, dictionaries, and reconstruction algorithms will be explored, improving both resolution and measurement speed. Combining the advantages discussed in this paper, a significant reduction of measurement time is achievable, while fewer moving parts in the instrumentation for PV photocurrent mapping results in a less complex, lower cost, higher accuracy system, which demonstrates a clear advance in the instrumentation and measurement of PV cells and modules. The use of high-power optical sources with DMD modulators as used in media projection equipment could allow the measurement of installed PV modules using a similar experimental configuration, revealing lifetime limiting defects and areas of low quantum efficiency.
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